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Intelligent Voice
Control System

USB

Equipped with high-delity audio
system on both sides of the head,
and built-in Bluetooth chip. Via
voice commands, turn on the voice
control mode, according to the
system tips, select the automatic
massage program you want.

Equipped with two sets of 5V / 2.1A
fast charging ports, you can charge
two different electronic devices
while massaging.

24 Automatic
Programs

S&L Track

Four selected programs to enjoy the
ultimate massage experience. Zone
mode, Theme mode, Treatment and
Music Therapy (The programs can
synchronise the rhythm of massage
with the rhythm of music).

The 130cm long S&L track allows
the back roller arms massage from
the head to the buttocks; it has
greatly increased the reachable
parts of the back 3D mechanism.
The back track design is based on
human body curve which makes
shoulder and waist massage more
in place.

Foot Rest Massage

Intelligent height
detection

The calves and soles are equipped
with 4 rows of rollers, combined
with the airbag system, which
provides a deep scraping massage
to stimulate the acupuncture points
and nerves on the soles and calves,
deeply release fatigue on foot rest.

It can automatically detect user and
track’s height while matching user’s
body shape. The leg rest can
automatically detect user’s leg and
adapt to their leg length.

HOMETECH A15S SENSUAL MASSAGE CHAIR

Biological anti-pinch system

NEW UPGRADED 3D MECHANISM

The massage chair is equipped with anti-pinch
devices at key parts such as the legs, soles,
back and side arm rests, etc.

Inspired by the design of sports cars, A15S has a modern design. As a high-end product, it adopts
a series of new technologies, bringing double strong performance and comfort.

specications
Model

A15S

Dimensions

Reset position: 145*80*116

Sliding function
Built-in a forward-moving motor, the massage
chair will move forward when it does down,
then reducing the distance between the chair
body and the wall to “saving space”.

Reclined position: 185*80*90
G.W.

155kgs

N.W.

120kgs

Recline angle

Backrest: 30deg - 64deg
Leg massager: 0deg - 90deg

Special leather touch for massage chair

Air bags

96

Track length

130cm

Safe and non-toxic, skin-friendly and wearresistant, long hydrolysis resistance time.

Packing dimensions

Main box: 148*63*88cm

96 cells

Armrest box: 146*45*73
Leg massager: 60*54*55 cm

features
Brown

Black

Hometech

New 3D
Mechanism
3D Mechanism arms extends
8cm, can effectively improve
the comfort of massage. The
3D Mechanism has a variety
of massage methods such as
kneading, tapping, knocking,
Shiatsu, tapping and
combination. You can adjust
massage methods, body part,
intensity as per your
preference.

Customise
Select and save the massage
angle, massage speed,
massage method, air pressure
intensity, etc. according to
customer preferences; Make
your personalised and
favourite program.

HD large screen
operating system
10.1 inch touch control
screen, the operating system
is convenient and simple, and
the massage process is clear
at a glance. Allows you to
freely control the massage
program, built-in 24 sets of
automatic programs, oneclick control of massage
experience.
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